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“ I ’ll put a girdle round about the earth in 
forty m in u te s " .

(Puck in “ Midsummer N igh t’ s D ream ” 
by W illiam  Shakespeare).

INTRODUCTION

Satellite Navigation ( “ Navsat ” ) is a remarkable development in 
positioning that gives a dozen or more good fixes per day, anywhere in 
the world. The accuracy o f the ship’s position from  a good pass is from  
60-60(1 m, depending on how  w ell the ship’s course and speed is measured. 
For stationary receivers, this positioning accuracy improves to about 20 m.

Navsat’s great value to hydrography is that the fix  is v irtua lly  free 
of systematic position errors. Navsat is extremely useful in offshore 
surveys as a complementary partner to a high resolution, continuous 
system which has systematic biasses or which accumulates error w ith 
time; we describe integration w ith rho-rho (range measuring) Loran-C, 
and Doppler Sonar. The continuous system feeds accurate course and 
speed to Navsat, which in turn provides a control network o f intermittent, 
bias-free fixes. By bridging a number o f satellite fixes the combined 
system means out random errors and improves on the single-pass accuracy 
o f Navsat.

Navsat has many auxiliary applications. It is used to resolve the cycle 
ambiguity in low frequency radio aids; to calibrate both m arine survey 
positioning systems and radio aids to navigation; to position the trans
mitters for the radio aids; to position offshore drilling rigs; and as a 
geodetic instrument capable o f establishing shore control to 1 m accuracy.

The “ Datum Sh ift” between a Navsat position and a position from  the 
local geodetic control often causes confusion. W e outline the reason for 
the difference, and give algorithm s for computing it.



T H E  N A V Y  N A V IG A T IO N  S A T E L L IT E  S Y S T E M  (N N S S )

“ Transit” (i.e. satellites that pass overhead) is the specific name for 
this type of satellite system, but we w ill use the more usual term “Naviga
tion Satellite” abbreviated to “Navsat” . Those who are not fam iliar with 
it should read S t a n s e l l  (1968).

To recapitulate briefly, the satellites broadcast two stable, harmonic
ally related carrier frequencies at 150 MHz and 400 M Hz; as the satellite 
passes the ship, at 7.3 km/sec., the receiver measures the amount by 
which these stable frequencies are Doppler shifted. The satellites also 
transmit a series o f digital signals, by imposing balanced phase modula
tions on the carriers. These signals can be used as time marks, and they 
contain parameters describing the satellite orbit. The parameters are 
computed by fitting orbital arcs to Doppler measurements from  four 
tracking stations in Maine, Minnesota, California and Hawaii, and extrapol
ating the arc fo r 16 hours beyond the time o f the last data used. These 
orbit predictions are injected into each satellite’s m emory twice a day. 
There are at present six operational satellites in almost circular polar 
orbits having heights o f 1100 km (compare w ith the earth’s radius of 
6400 km ) and periods o f one hour and forty minutes (not forty minutes, 
as predicted by Puck; Shakespeare must have been using poetic licence!). 
F igure 1 illustrates the configuration.

F ig. 1. —  The po la r  orb its  o f  six navigation  satellites fo rm  a birdcage o f  irregularly 
spaced hoops  around the rotating earth.

At 1100 km height the satellite can be received over a circle on the 
earth’s surface o f radius 30°. A ll satellites transmit the same frequency, but 
because the Doppler shift is large (about 8 kHz) compared with receiver 
bandwidth, the transmissions from  two satellites interfere only if the 
passes are nearly simultaneous. The satellites all pass over the pole, and 
so at the equator their orbits are well separated; simultaneous passes are



rare at low latitudes, and there can be gaps o f four hours between passes. 
A t high latitudes simultaneous passes occur more frequently, but there are 
more passes available.

H O W  T H E  M E A S U R E M E N T S  A R E  M A D E

As in any other radio positioning method, the Navsat receiver makes 
measurements on transmissions from  known points (in  this case the known 
position o f the satellite at given time intervals along the orbit) and translates 
these into position lines whose intersection defines the ship’s position. In 
Navsat the receiver measures Doppler counts by integrating the changing 
frequency as the satellite’s velocity relative to the receiver changes, and 
transforms these into differences o f distance that define hyperboloids in 
space. These intersect each other and the earth’s surface at the ship 
(fig . 2). Satnav is a hyperbolic radio aid in the sky.

F ig . 2. —  Diagram o f  a “ pass” , showing the satellite’ s position at times t x, t .,, t3. 
A receiver anywhere on the surface o f  the taller space hyperbolo id  w ou ld  measure the 
s a m e  Doppler count AN,a in the interval between #, a nd t... The intersection o f  the 
h yperbolo ids  w ith  the earth ’ s surface defines terrestrial posit ion  lines, as show n on 

figure 7, and the po int  at which  these cross gives the ship’ s posit ion.

Figure 3 shows a satellite travelling at a speed of about 7.3 km/sec., 
continuously transmitting the frequency fs, a sequence of time marks 
represented by tlt #2> ••• U> an<3 orbital data establishing its position at 
these times. The receiver has an oscillator generating the frequency

Each time mark transmitted by the satellite at tt arrives at the ship 
after travel time S Je ,  where for the moment we assume the signals 
propagate in a vacuum. For example, between (fj +  Sj/c) and ( t2 +  S2/c), 
the number o f “ satellite clock ticks” (or cycles o f f s)  arriving at the receiver 
must equal the number transmitted by the satellite, that is



F i g .  3. —  The satellite passes the ship at abolit 7.3 k m /s  con tin uou sly  transmitting a 
measuring frequency  f K, which travels the distance S to the ship at velocity  c. Separate 
refraction  corrections to velocity  are calculated for the ionosphere and the troposphere.
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between ship and satellite, and the receiver com pares it against a reference frequency 
/ „  to measure the “ Doppler C ou nts” .

However the number o f “ receiver clock ticks” (or cycles o f /,,) occurring 
during this same period is

( N,  - f ,

ri'he receiver actually measures “ ticks” of the beat frequency between 
/,, and /,„ (/., being deliberately offset 80 parts per m illion below /,, to avoid 
negative cycle counting), so that the measured Doppler count is

N =  N -  N
ft r V . - O  <s2 s . ) (3)

In this equation we know the counting period ( f2 — fj), the vacuum velocity
c, and the satellite frequency f„, w7hich is included w ith the orbital data, 
but we don’t know fy. The slant ranges S; depend on the known satellite 
positions and the unknown ship’s positions, at time ( t t +  S J e ) .

Several assumptions buried in the derivation o f equation 3 are :
a) Signals propagate as in a vacuum.
b ) The orbital data establishes true satellite position at time tt.
c) Doppler counting starts precisely when a time mark arrives at the 

receiver’s antenna.
d ) Both fg and /„ are constant during a pass.
e ) Relativistic effects are negligible.

For some applications, such as general navigation, all these assumptions 
are valid. For other applications, such as geodetic surveying, none o f them 
are, and corrections must be made for each assumption. Currently for 
hydrographic surveying only the first assumption is corrected for.

H O W  T H E  F IX  IS  O B T A IN E D

The satellite generates time marks every 20 ms, so that in principle a 
maximum of 45 000 Doppler counts could be measured during one pass 
(equivalent to 45 000 hyperbolic lines o f position per fix ). In practice, so



much data would vastly increase computational problems without improv

ing the results. In general we need only make enough measurements to 

ensure good redundance, and Doppler counts of 20 seconds (maximum 

54 counts per pass) are generally measured, depending on the hardware 

and software being used.

In any case we end up with many more lines of position than we 

would need to fix a single ship’s position. However, the ship occupies a 

different position for each slant range Sf in equation (3), so the paradox is 

that no matter how much data we collect during a pass it will not be 

sufficient to solve for all the ship’s positions. To overcome this problem, 

we must use an independent navigation system to construct a table of 

ship’s positions for each S,. This table of positions is then adjusted as a 

whole, together with the unknown f<Jt in a series of iterations, until the 

slant ranges calculated between ship’s position and satellite positions fit 

Ihe slant range differences measured by the Doppler counts as well as 

possible. If the table of relative ship’s positions is distorted then this fit 

may be poor, and the adjusted table wrong. In fact, most often the table 

is constructed on the assumption that the ship’s course and speed are 

constant during the pass, lim iting the usefulness of Navsat to passes during 

which these conditions are met. No matter how carefully constructed, 

error in the table of relative ship’s positions is the predominant factor in 

determining fix accuracy from moving ships.

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

In contrast to other radio positioning systems, Navsat operates in 

three dimensions rather than two dimensions. However it remains a two 

dimensional positioning system; only two coordinates can be obtained from 

a single pass. (Three dimensions can be obtained by combining data from 

several passes at a motionless receiver). Since we can determine only two 

coordinates from Navsat we must choose a value for the third coordinate 

ourselves. Usually the two coordinates we compute are latitude and 

longitude and the coordinate we specif}^ is ellipsoid height. Errors in the 

choice of height will mainly affect the longitudes computed.

Some insight into the nature of a Navsat fix and how different 

errors affect fix accuracy can be gained by considering another two 

dimensional coordinate system, the Guier plane (G u i e r , 1965). To discover 

this coordinate system, we first look at the characteristics of a set of 

Doppler measurements (figs. 4 and 5). The three parameters which most 

fully represent the information contained in such a set of measurements 

are the time at which the satellite most closely approaches the receiver 

tea, the frequency at closest approach f r„, and the Doppler curve slope at 

closest approach (d f/d t)ca. tca measures the receiver position along the 

satellite track (since Transit satellites are in polar orbits, this along-track 

coordinate is equivalent to latitude). At closest approach the Doppler shift 
is zero and fca measures the frequency offset A less obvious relation

ship exists between the slope of the Doppler curve at closest approach



F i g . 4. —  The satellite oscillator frequency f g is offset approxim ately 80 ppm  below the 
receiver oscillator frequency f G9 and the Doppler shifted satellite signal / R is offset up 
to 25 ppm  above and below f s, co incid ing w ith f f at closest approach (where the relative 
velocity between satellite and receiver is zero). Because f s is a lower frequency than  / r„ 
the integrated Doppler counts D f form  a curve inverted w ith  respect to the f K curve. 
The three parameters most fu lly  representing the characteristics of a set of Doppler 
measurements are the closest approach time TCA, frequency FCA, and slope (d//dtf)CA.

(d f/d t)ca and the m in im um  range Stca between satellite and receiver at that 

instant. Since the Doppler shift measures the relative velocity between 

satellite and receiver, then the slope of the Doppler curve measures relative 

acceleration. The closer the satellite trajectory is to the receiver (that is 

the smaller the closest approach range), then the greater the relative 

acceleration, and the steeper is (d f/d t)ca.

Thus there are two geometrical properties of each pass, the along-track 

and cross-track (slant range) coordinate at closest approach, which, together 

with the frequency offset, best characterize the observed data. The Guier 

plane is the two dimensional coordinate system whose axes are the along- 

track and cross-track coordinates at the point of closest approach. It is 

unique to each satellite pass, and is tilted w ith respect to the receiver’s 

horizon plane by the closest approach pass elevation angle.

ACCURACY OF THE FIX

Let us consider the effects various errors will have on the Doppler 

curve, and hence the Guier plane coordinates.



F i g . 5 . —  The natura l coordinate system for Xavsat is the Guier p lane, defined by the 
estim ated receiver position and satellite ve locity vector at closest approach. In  th is 
coordinate system the computed receiver pos ition  is allowed to move in  the XY  plane, 
b u t the receiver Z coordinate is kept fixed at zero. Correspondingly, when the la titude , 
long itude, he ight coordinate system is used, the receiver pos ition  is allowed to move 

in  la titude  and longitude, but the receiver he igh t is kept fixed at the estim ated value.

Part of the signal path from the satellite lies through the ionosphere, 

part through the troposphere (fig. 3).

Uncorrected ionospheric refraction shortens satellite-to-receiver slant 

ranges, the net effect of which is to reduce the closest approach slant range 

(cross-track coordinate) by about 50 m.

Ionospheric refraction is frequency-dependent, and so can be corrected 

by combining Doppler measurements at the two measuring frequencies of 

150 and 400 MHz, with residual errors of no more than a few metres.

Uncorrectèd tropospheric refraction increases the closest approach 

slant range by about 20 m. We can correct for tropospheric refraction 

using a model of the vertical profile of refractivity, and average or observed 

surface weather conditions. The residual range errors are 5 cm above 

20° satellite elevation and 45 cm at 5° elevation. ( H o p f ie l d  &  U t t e r b a c k , 

1973). This tropospheric correction is not made by most Navsat fix 

programs, however they usually automatically eliminate measurements 

made below 7^° elevation, where the tropospheric effect is most serious.

Errors in satellite orbit coordinates affect both along-track and cross

track coordinates. However, the main source of orbit errors is unpredictable 

atmospheric drag effects, so the along-track effect (30 m) predominates. 

Signal delays in the receiver affect the along-track coordinate by 10 m. 

Oscillator drift affects the Doppler curve slope, and thus the cross-track 

coordinate by about 1 m. An error in  along-track (North-South) ship’s 

velocity affects the Doppler curve slope and thus the cross-track coordinate. 

The time of closest approach is midway between the two “shoulders” of the 

Doppler curve; asymmetric data which does not contain equal portions of



both shoulders weakens the determination of tca, and hence the along- 

track coordinate.

W hile  we do not usually compute our position in the Guier plane, 
the results we obtain are equivalent to navigating in the Guier plane 

(extracting the essential information from the pass), and then transforming 

io a more conventional coordinate system, such as latitude, longitude and 
height. This transformation would simply consist of rotating the Guier 

plane through the pass elevation angle into the horizon plane. Latitude 

corresponds to the along track coordinate. Longitude and height are both 

functions of the Guier plane cross-track coordinate and the pass elevation 

angle, and are therefore not independent. Navigating in the horizon plane, 

we must hold the height fixed, and consequently height errors w ill affect 

longitude. The cross-track errors are not strongly dependent on pass 

elevation, however on transformation to Latitude and Longitude coordinates 

a small cross-track error becomes a large longitude error for high elevation 

passes. Figure 6 illustrates this.

F ig . fi. —  Both d iagram s show the G u ier cross-track coordinate as a s lant range at 
closest approach STCA. (The sate llite ’s track is in to  the page).

Left d iag ram  : Effect o f he ight error. On transfo rm ation  to latitude-longitude coordinates, 
an error Ah in  the assumed he ight w ill give rise to a long itude error AX. whose size 

depends strongly on the pass elevation angle a.

R ig h t d iagram  : Effect of a cross-track error. An error AS in  the range at closest approach 
w ill also cause a long itude error, whose size again depends strongly on satellite e levation.

Figure 7 shows a different Approach to Navsat error analysis, by looking 

at the position lines generated on the earth’s surface by a series of Doppler 

counts.

FIX ACCURACY DIAGNOSTICS

A number of diagnostics can be used to indicate the quality of a 

particular satellite fix. Most important is that enough Doppler measure

ments be made. Using 30-second Dopplers as an example, if less than 20 

counts are measured (after rejecting the low elevation data) the reason 

may be any one of low elevation pass, low signal level, interference, poor 

antenna site, or poor receiver performance. Regardless of the reason, the 

resulting fix w ill probably be poor.

As mentioned above, the accuracy of a fix in latitude and longitude 

coordinates depends strongly on the pass elevation angle. For high elevation
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F ig . 7. —  A space observer’s view o f  satellite positions at f „  ts, tu and the correspond
ing position  lines generated on the earth ’s surface by Doppler counts AN12, ANaa, AN.,,. 
The pro jection is orthographic, and  a strip extending 2000 km  from  the sate llite  sub-track

is shown.

The satellite ’s track is nearly N-S so th a t the position  lines run  p redom inan tly  E-W, 
defin ing  la titude  better than  long itude th roughout the lattice. Long itude is particu larly  
bad ly  defined for h igh  elevation passes, when the ship is nearly  underneath the satellite. 

The best fixes are obtained at pass elevations from  60°-20". A t low  e levation angles, 
when the ship is a long way from  the satellite, ooth the fix  geometry and the qua lity

of measurements deteriorate.

The effect on fix  geometry of asym m etry in  Doppler counts (represented by a fix  at the 
top or bottom  of the lattice) is very evident.

passes (greater than 60°) the longitude is poorly determined. For low 

elevation passes (less than 20°) refraction and the shallowness of the 
Doppler curve degrade the fix accuracy.

Maintaining a plot of the computed values for the local oscillator 

frequency, fg, as a function of time provides a sensitive indicator of 

potential fix errors. The frequency fg should change slowly and linearly 

w ith time (a few parts in  1010 per day for the best oscillators). An outlying 

value of fg indicates that something is wrong (very often the ship’s relative 

motion input) and the probability of a poor fix is high. However m aintain

ing a record of fg is difficult w ith most current fix programs, since they 

compute (fg-fs), not fg; and fa is different for each satellite. Separate plots 

for each satellite can be maintained, or the value for /, can be located 

in the orbital message data and fg computed manually.



A fourth diagnostic is the “residual” value provided by many fix 

programs. The residual expresses the fit between the computed slant 

range difference (based on the final ship’s coordinates) and the measured 
slant range differences (based on the measured Doppler counts); the lower 

the residual the better the fit. A poor fit is unlikely to give a good fix, 

but the converse is not necessarily true. Caution should be used in 

comparing residuals between different programs. Every measurement 

provides a residual, which can be expressed either in metres (slant range 

difference) or Doppler counts. The single “residual” value printed out 

may be the largest residual, or the RMS value of the residuals, or the mean 

of the absolute values of the residuals.

Other diagnostics are the number of iterations a pass required to 

converge, the symmetry of the data about closest approach, and, for some 

receivers, u dibits! representation of tlie sii^nsl strength.

Despite all these diagnostics, an undetectable “wild" fix will occa

sionally occur which satisfies all the diagnostic criteria, except that the 

position is very much in error. For this reason it is never safe to blindly 

force other navigational systems to agree with Navsat positions.

ACCURACY AT SEA

W e have outlined the size of errors that can be contributed to the 

Navsat position by various individual sources. Their combined effect on 

a stationary receiver is to produce the scatter of about 20 m observed in 

a series of fixes on land. W hat is the accuracy of a fix in a moving ship 

at sea? There is surprisingly little direct evidence, probably because it 

is d ifficult to find a system that matches Navsat accuracy at the distances 

offshore at which it is used. Most information comes from how well 

Navsat agrees w ith a partner system with which it is integrated; figure 9 

shows an example. However we made a more direct test in 1973 when 

Navsat was used for lane identification on a calibrated range-range Decca 

survey system east of Newfoundland. The course and speed given by 

Decca were used to compute the Navsat fix, and the range from the Navsat 

position to the Decca transmitters on shore was then calculated. This 

was compared w ith the Decca range, which had been rigorously corrected 

by the phase lag method ( J o h l e r , 1956; B r u n a v s , 1971) and had an 

estimated accuracy of ± 30 m (1 a)-

Comparisons were restricted to daylight hours, to avoid skywave 

contamination of Decca at the 500 km  distances of the test. Satellite fixes 

were restricted to the passes of 20° - 60° elevation, having at least 10 minutes 

of good data. The transmitters were to the westward of the ship, so that 

w'e were looking at longitude errors, the weaker component of the satellite 

fix. The standard deviation (1 a) for 113 comparisons was ± 120 m. 

This should be a good indication of single pass accuracy; a combined 

system that bridges a number of passes will improve on it, particularly if 

it uses improved methods of inputting the table of ship’s coordinates. 

In the above case the ship was assumed to travel the straight line path



given by the best fit velocity from a set of Decca fixes. It would have 

been better to have input Decca fixes at each Doppler count interval, so 

long as the Decca was stable enough to define the ship’s track accurately.

DATUM TRANSFORMATIONS

One of the most misunderstood aspects of using the Transit system 

is the matter of datum transformations. The problem arises because the 

coordinates of most control points are referred to a different kind of 

coordinate system (which we call a local geodetic datum) than are the 

coordinates we get from Navsat. First let us find out why this is so, and 

then look at what we can do about it.

The motion of an artificial near-earth satellite depends almost entirely 

on the effect of the earth’s gravity field. Therefore, by tracking a satellite 

or satellites from several points on the earth’s surface (terrain points), we 

can obtain enough data to locate the earth’s centre of gravity (the geocentre) 

w ithin a few metres relative both to terrain points and satellite orbit. 

A significant aspect of using satellites is that they are a link which can be 

used to connect observations from different continents and thus establish 

one world-wide coordinate system.

Local geodetic datums, on the other hand, were established long before 

the dawn of the satellite age. Lacking satellites to locate the geocentre, the 

stars were used. In  the earliest and crudest method, arcs on the terrain 

were accurately surveyed to find their lengths, and precise astronomic 

observations were made to find the angles the arcs subtended at the 

geocentre. The size (semi-major axis a) and shape (semi-minor axis b, or 

flattening f =  (a — b)/a) of a reference ellipsoid could then be computed 

by comparing the linear and angular lengths of two or more meridian arcs 

at different latitudes. A reference ellipsoid was chosen because it is the 

simplest figure which reasonably approximates the shape of the mean sea 

level surface (which we call the geoid). Having chosen an ellipsoid, it was 

positioned relative to the earth by specifying the geodetic coordinates 

(latitude <£, longitude and height h) of a single terrain point, and an 

initial azimuth to a second terrain point. It was then assumed that the 

centre of the ellipsoid coincided w ith the geocentre, whereas in  fact the 

difference was usually several hundred metres. More sophisticated techni

ques of choosing the ellipsoid size and shape, and positioning it relative 

to the earth, have been developed; but the primary lim itation (lacking 

satellites) is that only data from interconnected geodetic networks, that is 

from a single continent, can be used for each such determination. As a 

consequence, each continent, and in some cases each country, presently 

has its own local geodetic datum, reference ellipsoid and implied geocentre 

location. Table 1 lists the ellipsoid sizes and shapes used with several local 

geodetic datums, together w ith the coordinates of the ellipsoid centres 

expressed in a particular geocentric (satellite) coordinate system called 

WGS72 ( S e p p e l i n ,  1974). These datum translation components, as they 

are called, are Cartesian coordinates in a right handed coordinate system 

whose Z-axis passes through the north pole and X-axis passes through the



intersection of the equator and the Greenwich meridian. (The actual 

definition of this coordinate system uses more precise language).

T a b l e  1

Some common datum parameters

Local geodetic datum Reference ellipsoid

aim)  f

Datum 

translation components

x0(m ) y 0(m) z0(m)

Australian Geodetic 

European

North American 1927 

South American 1969

6378160 1/298.25 

6378388 1/297 

6378206.4 1/294.9786982 

6378160 1/298.25

-  122 -  41 146

-  84 - 103 -  127 

_  22 157 176 

- 1 1  3 45

Given the local geodetic coordinates of a terrain point, and values for 

a, /, x0, y0, z0 such as from Table 1, the geocentric Cartesian coordinates 

of the terrain point can be computed from :

X = xQ + (N + h) cos $ cos X)

Y = y 0 + (N + h) cos 0 sin X) (4)

Z = z 0 + (N (l - / ) 2 + /0  sin </>) 

where the prime vertical radius of curvature is

N = a (sin2 <j> + (1 - / ) 2 cos2 (5)

Unfortunately, given XYZ it is not so easy to invert equations (4) to obtain 

(f>\h. However there are three ways of doing this; the direct method ( P a u l ,  

1973); the differential method ( H e is k a n e n  & M o r i t z ,  1967); and the 

iterative method, which we shall now describe.

Iterative method

Given X, Y, Z, x0, j/0, z0, a and f, we first compute, in order 

x = X - x 0

y

z = Z - z0 

X = arctan (-—j

(x 2 + y2 )1/2
N0 = a 

*o = (x2 + y 2 + z2 ) 1/2 - a (1 - / )  1/2

N0 + h0

P N0 (1 - / ) 2 + h0



Then for the iterations i =  1, 2, 3... we compute, in order : 

N. = a [cos2 +(1 - f f  sin2 ¢ .^  ] -l>2

hj = ----—  - N .
cos ¢ . ,  ' r i— i

0. = a rc tan
Z N. + /1,.

(6)
p - N. (1 - f ) 2 + h(_

Ih{ - h._{\< ae 

\<t>, = i < e

for some appropriately chosen value of £ (for example £ =  10~7 radians 

for convergence to one metre or less).

Returning to the problem at hand, we obtain a Navsat position in a 

geocentric coordinate system (that is x0 =  y0 =  z0 =  0), but we are 

interested in tying our Navsat coordinates to the geodetic coordinate system 

of the closest country or continent. The solution is to first convert Navsat 

(f>hh to geocentric XYZ using equation (4) with x„ =  y0 =  z0 =  0, and 

whatever ellipsoid dimensions a and f have been built in to the Navsat 

computer program used; and then convert the geocentric XYZ thus 

obtained into geodetic <f>\h iteratively using equations (6) w ith the values 

for x0, y0, z0, a, f given for the local geodetic datum.

Note that in  both equations (4) and (6) the third geodetic coordinate 

h is the height of the terrain point above the reference ellipsoid, not the 

height above sea level. Therefore we need to know the height of mean sea 

level (the geoid) above the ellipsoid used for Navsat computations, so that 

we can obtain the correct value of h to use in equation (4). Maps of geoid 

heights above the Navsat reference ellipsoid are usually supplied with 

computer software. One can be found in  M o f f e t t  (1973).

APPLICATIONS

A bias-free control for Integrated Offshore Positioning

The great power of Navsat for precise surveying offshore lies in  the 

fact that the position errors, though sizeable, are generally random from 

one pass to the next. For instance, the effect on the fix of an error in 

measuring ship’s velocity is equal and opposite for north-going and south- 

going satellites. In  contrast, most other electronic positioning methods 

have high short-term repeatability but suffer from large offsets, or 

accumulate error w ith time. The two types complement each other neatly. 

Good repeatability produces accurate course and speed measurement for 

computing the satellite fix, and bridges between a number of passes to 

mean out random Navsat errors. In  return, Navsat provides a bias-free 

control network. Figure 8 illustrates this symbiosis.



C O N TIN U O U S,B IAS-FR EE POSITIONING

F ig . 8. —  Feedback loop in  a combined Navsat system.

The partner m ay suffer from  large systematic errors, bu t it can s till provide the 
accurate course and speed needed over the 20 m inutes of a satellite pass. A series of 
bias-free Navsat fixes provides a control fram ework for the partner system, w hich then 

produces continuous, bias-free, positioning.

Navsat combined with rho-rho Lor an-C

In the last decade, portable atomic frequency standards have been 

developed that are capable of keeping time (which is simply a matter of 
counting cycles at a known frequency) with an accuracy of a few parts in 

1013. If two such clocks had been rated against each other and then sealed 

in Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1352 B.C., they would have differed by about 

1/100 s when re-discovered in the last century.

Precise tim ing can be used with any radio aid to measure ranges, and 

hence position the ship. One atomic clock controls the transmitter, while

F ig .  9 . —  Contro l graph used t o  synchronise rho-rho Loran-C by Navsat (on day 2 0 0 ) , 

and then to keep a continuous check on the accumulated c lo c k  d rift correction. Points 
represent the difference between range to the transm itter by Loran-C, and  range

computed from  the Navsat fix.



a second operates the receiver, feeding to it a replica of the transmitted 

signal, at the time it is actually transmitted. The interval between the 

replica and the arrival of the real signal from the transmitter is the radio 

wave travel time; given accurate knowledge of propagation this can be 

converted to range.

The first stage in this so-called “rho-rho” mode of operation is to 

synchronise the two atomic clocks. It is not necessary to take the receiver 

physically to the transmitter to do this; entering a known signal travel 

time is equivalent. To determine travel time, both the distance to the 

transmitter and the propagation velocity must be known, and since the 

propagation velocity can only be predicted accurately over water, a good 

fix at sea is preferred for initial synchronisation. In practice, we use the 

mean of several days of “good” satellite passes to synchronise to ± 0.1 /xs, 

or ± 30 m (la ) (G r a n t , 1973).

Thereafter, continuous comparison with satellite navigation keeps 

control over the other small systematic errors that can creep into rho-rho 

positioning. An error of about 5 parts in is likely in rating the receiver 

clock alongside the dock before sailing (which is done simply by recording 

how the range changes with time over at least 24 hours) ; this introduces 

range error at the rate of ± 0.05 /j l s , (± 15 m) per day, and the accumulation 

will be detected by Navsat after four or five days. Overland errors, station 

position errors, etc., are also eliminated by a long series of comparisons 

with Navsat. In  fact, one approach to this combination looks on Loran-C 

purely as a relative motion sensor to track the ship in between satellite 

passes ( H a t c h ,  1974).

Navsat and Doppler Sonar

The return echo from an oblique sonar transmission aimed at the 

seabed ahead of the ship w ill be Doppler shifted in proportion to the ship’s 

speed. Matching this with a second transmission aimed astern eliminates 

errors due to ship’s trim. If another pair of port/starboard transmissions 

are added, and the whole integrated with a good gyro compass, the 

resulting system gives very sensitive relative navigation, so long as water 

depth is less than about 200 m and sea conditions are moderate. Our 

limited experience of calibrating Doppler Sonar in a harbour against 

horizontal sextant angle fixes showed an accuracy of better than 0.5% of 
distance run.

At sea, Navsat is used to calibrate fixed errors in the gyro, and scale 
errors in the Doppler measurement, and also to provide the framework of 

control positions on w7hich to hang the dead reckoning. The measurement 

of ship’s track during the pass is smooth, and the response to alterations 

in course and speed immediate. This makes Doppler sonar better at 

providing velocity for the calculation of satellite fixes than most radio 

navaids, which are relatively “noisy”.

W hen using Doppler sonar, the ship’s track can justifiably be broken 

into 20 s intervals for computing the Navsat fix. This refinement is 

probably not obtainable from very-long-range radio positioning methods,



such as Loran-C, because they are too noisy to define a short track segment. 

S t a n s e l l  (1973) estimates that the use of 20 s Doppler intervals improves 

Navsat accuracy from ± 100 m to ± 60 ni.

Cycle identification by Navsat

All phase comparison and cycle matching radio aids resolve only the 

1 faction of a cycle; they rely on auxiliary measurements to determine the 
whole number of cycles in the reading. These “coarse” measurements 

tend to become ambiguous just when they are needed most: at long range 

or under adverse radio conditions. The traditional solution of the surveyor 

has been to lay buoys as “lane markers”. In order to give the resolution 

required, these must be laid in shallow water, to restrict their radius of 

swing, and they are often lost in storms or to trawlers. Many valuable 

survey hours have been lost in the past steaming to a buoy to re-set lost 

lanes.

The Navsat accuracy of ± 120 m from about two thirds of all good 

passes means that Decca lane identification (± 180 m required) is usually 

acquired on the first pass, and rho-rho Loran-C cycle identification 

(± 1500 m required) is assured. Even for medium frequency radio aids 

with a half lanewidth of around 40 m, there is about 50% probability of 

being w ithin ± 1 lane; this means that useful work can often be done on 

the run in to the marker buoy, even if positions must be adjusted by one 
lane afterwards.

Calibrating Radio Aids

Long range survey positioning systems are usually calibrated within 

line of sight of the transmitter (wThen safe navigation permits) but are 

used at much greater ranges. The Surveyor assumes that short range 

calibration, plus knowledge of the radio wave propagation velocity, is valid 

in the distant survey area. Now these calibrations and velocity assumptions 

can be checked by making a large number of Navsat comparisons during 

the survey.

Overland signal path, w ith its unpredictable propagation velocity, may 

sometimes be unavoidable. Navsat can be used to give a first approxima

tion to the overland phase lag corrections, although the accuracy will be 

lower than for an all-over-water path because the corrections will usually 

vary rapidly with location as the proportion of land path changes. If  a 

good model for the phase lag corrections is available, Navsat w ill give spot 

checks on the model to validate or adjust the predictions.

“Main Chain” aids to commercial navigation can also be calibrated 

very economically for latticing small scale charts. We recently ran a Decca 

and Loran-C test calibration in the Gulf of Maine; the agreement between 

calibrations and comparisons w7ith previous fixed-error corrections indicated 

a calibration accuracy of ± 300 m (2a). We had no need to set up a local 

high accuracy radio system to do the calibration, nor did we have to 

depend on seeing the land for visual fixes.



Shore Control and Geodesy

Navsal was designed for navigating submarines. It is a striking testi

mony to the powerful technique of meaning out random errors by 

accumulating a large number of satellite passes, that one of its major 

applications has been in geodesy. The results of five days’ observations at 

one point will give a position consistent with other Navsat positions within 

a very few metres; “consistent” because it will differ from positions on the 

local survey network by the datum shift. At this level of accuracy, small 

systematic errors, such as residual refraction errors, become noticeable, 

and precision is further improved by the “translocation” technique of 

measuring interstation distances by making measurements on the same 

satellite simultaneously at two or more stations. Doppler satellite distances 

observed this way agree w ith geodetic triangulation w ith in 1-3 metres 

over both short lines (less than 200 km) and long lines (1000 km ). (See for 

example A n d e r l e , 1974; K r a k i w s k y , 1973; and K o u b a , 1974).

Fixed site surveys by Navsat require none of the precise and laborious 

observations of high order control surveys. All one needs is a portable 

receiver, an attendant to change tapes, and a good 3-D computer program 

to process the results afterwTards.

Navsat is also used for fixing the position of long range navaid 

transmitters, and to provide geographic position for shore control for 

hydrographic surveys ( F in n e g a n , 1971). It has recently become the 

standard method of positioning offshore oil drilling rigs in Canadian waters, 

satisfying both legal and operational requirements, w ith an accuracy of 

± 15 m (H it t e l , 1971).
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